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Executive Summary
Much attention has been given in recent years to green jobs and their potential to
decrease pollution, decrease dependence on foreign oil and create jobs. Green jobs
could present challenges for economic and workforce development efforts. What kinds
of green jobs will there be? What skills are needed for green jobs? Do enough workers
have those skills? Which industries will have green jobs? Where will the jobs be
located? The ability to answer these questions starts with an understanding of the
current green jobs situation.
Unfortunately, the systems used to define and measure industries and occupations
have no mechanisms to measure green jobs. To deal with this shortcoming, several
states developed their own green jobs definitions and conducted employer surveys to
assess their green jobs situations. The data in this report came from a survey of Ohio
employers in 47 industries thought to be likely to have green jobs. The survey was
conducted during April and May 2011.
Direct and indirect green jobs were a small slice of the total jobs pie.
 During the survey period, Ohio had an estimated 56,785 direct and 31,589
indirect green jobs.
 Direct green jobs accounted for about 1.3 percent of all private non-agricultural
jobs; indirect green jobs accounted for another 0.7 percent of those jobs.
Direct green jobs were unevenly distributed among core green goods and service
areas:
42.5 percent of jobs were in increasing energy efficiency,
24.9 percent were in pollution prevention and environmental cleanup,
12.4 percent were in agriculture and natural resource conservation,
7.0 percent were in clean transportation and fuels, and
5.9 percent were in producing renewable energy.
Direct green jobs were concentrated in a few industry sectors:
manufacturing — 28.4 percent of direct green jobs,
construction — 19.3 percent,
professional and technical services — 14.1 percent,
administrative and waste services — 12.8 percent,
wholesale trade — 6.0 percent,
other services except public administration — 5.9 percent,
transportation and warehousing — 5.3 percent, and
agriculture — 4.8 percent.
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More than 75 percent of direct green jobs were in occupational groups in which
the usual training and education requirements are often on-the-job training:
production occupations group — 22.0 percent of coded green occupations
construction and extraction occupations — 15.8 percent,
transportation and material moving — 13.2 percent,
installation, maintenance and repair occupations — 11.1 percent,
building and grounds cleaning and maintenance green occupations — 7.9
percent,
sales and related occupations — 4.2 percent, and
farming, fishing, and forestry occupations — 3.2 percent.
More than 15 percent of direct green jobs were in occupational groups in which
the usual training and education requirements are often a bachelor’s degree:
architecture and engineering occupations — 7.7 percent,
life, physical and social science occupations — 4.8 percent,
management occupations — 3.6 percent, and
business and financial operations — 2.5 percent.
About 70 percent of direct green jobs were concentrated in five of the former
economic development regions:
Northern Ohio (EDR-8) — 16.1 percent (9,121 direct green jobs),
Northwest Ohio (EDR-2) — 15.7 percent,
Central Ohio (EDR-1) — 14.0 percent, and
Southwest Ohio (EDR-5) — 11.6 percent.
Four regions had percentages of direct green jobs that were significantly higher
than their percentages of all jobs in Ohio:
the Northwest region (EDR 2) accounted for 15.7 percent of direct green jobs,
but only 8.2 percent of all jobs in Ohio,
the East Central region (EDR 10) accounted for 7.2 percent of direct green jobs,
but only 3.7 percent of all jobs in Ohio,
the West Central region (EDR 3) accounted for 6.4 percent of green jobs, but
only 3.1 percent of all jobs in Ohio, and
the North Central region (EDR 6) accounted for 4.8 percent of green jobs, but
only 3.5 percent of all jobs in Ohio.
The challenge for economic and workforce efforts will be to capitalize on local resources
to develop green industries and jobs and to work with local educators and training
providers to produce a workforce with the skills necessary for employment in green
jobs.
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Introduction
Two of the main goals of the green jobs movement are protecting the environment and
increasing energy sustainability. Achieving these goals will require a wide range of
changes in the business world, including the production of ―green‖ products and
services intended to help meet environmental goals. As a result of trying to reach
environmental goals, the green movement has the potential to create new jobs and to
modify some existing jobs. These green jobs could present challenges for economic
and workforce development efforts. What kinds of green jobs will there be? Are enough
skilled workers available for new green jobs? What skills will be needed? Which
industries will have green jobs? Where will the jobs be located? The ability to answer
these questions starts with an understanding of the current green jobs situation.
Although green jobs have received more attention in recent years, many green jobs are
not new because efforts to reduce pollution and increase energy efficiency are not new.
For example, auto industry fuel mileage standards have been in place since 1978, and
there are green jobs associated with those efforts. Unfortunately, developing reliable
information about the current green jobs situation has been difficult. For example, two
studies in 2008 estimated that the number of green jobs in Ohio ranged from 17,000 to
500,000.1 The number of green jobs varied widely because those studies defined green
jobs differently. There has been no standard definition of green jobs, and the systems
used to classify and count industry and occupational employment have no mechanisms
for identifying green jobs. Consequently, many states, including Ohio, developed their
own green jobs definitions and collected data about green jobs. This report presents
data from the green jobs survey of Ohio employers.

The Ohio Green Jobs Survey
In 2009, Ohio, Indiana and Michigan received a grant from the U.S. Department of
Labor Employment and Training Administration to conduct a joint project aimed at
dealing with changes in automotive industry employment.2 As part of the project,
Indiana and Ohio proposed to conduct green jobs surveys modeled after a green jobs
survey previously conducted by Michigan.
This report highlights the estimated number of direct green jobs—those involved in the
production of green products or the delivery of green services—at the state level, for
five core green areas, for Ohio‘s 12 economic development regions, and for 14 industry
sectors. Information from employers was used to classify the green jobs into
occupational groups.
1

Please see: a) Bezdek, Roger. Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency: Economic Drivers for the 21st Century.
American Solar Energy Society, 2007 and b) Global Insight. U.S. Metro Economies: Current and Potential Green Jobs
in the U.S. Economy [Report to the United States Conference of Mayors]. Lexington, MA: Global Insight, August
2008.
2
For more information, please visit the website Driving Change: Greening the Automotive Workforce at
http://www.drivingworkforcechange.org/.
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Survey Methodology and Data Limitations
The Ohio green jobs survey was modeled after the Michigan green jobs survey
conducted in 2009. The Ohio questionnaire was adapted from the Michigan
questionnaire with minor edits. A copy of the questionnaire and letter materials is in the
appendix. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics drew a sample of 14,995 Ohio business
establishments that was stratified by industry and region. Stratification is a sampling
method that ensures that subunits within a population are adequately represented in the
sample. Michigan limited its survey to industries that were more likely than others to
produce green products or services, and the Ohio survey was limited to the same
industries. Figure 1 on the next page lists the 47 industries included in the survey. The
sample was also stratified on the 12 former Economic Development Regions to ensure
that the sample adequately covered all areas of the state. Without stratification, the
sample would have favored the larger industries and the heavily populated areas of the
state.
The original survey plan was to mail copies of the questionnaire to establishments in the
sample, and then follow-up by mail and telephone with non-responding establishments.
Because of delays in fielding the survey, the vendor, Market Decisions, LLC, suggested
an alternate plan to complete the survey in less time. When phone numbers were
available, establishments were first contacted by phone to conduct brief screening
interviews to determine whether the establishments had any green jobs. Establishments
with green jobs were mailed questionnaires. Establishments for which there were no
phone numbers or that could not be reached by phone were mailed a questionnaire.
There were 336 establishments for which neither phone numbers nor addresses could
be obtained, effectively reducing the sample size to 14,659 establishments.
Establishments could respond by phone, mail, fax, and the Internet, making this a
multimode survey. Data collection began on April 14, 2011 and was completed on May
26, 2011. Figure A2 in the appendix shows the final sample disposition. The response
rate was 52 percent, calculated using the standard American Association for Public
Opinion response rate formula (AAPOR 1). This represents the most conservative
measure of survey response and is based on the formula:
Complete Surveys (Without Green Jobs, With Green Jobs)
Completed Surveys + Known Eligible Cases + Unresolved Cases
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Figure 1. Industries Surveyed for Green Jobs
Code

Industry title

Code

Industry title

NAICS 111

Crop production

NAICS 337 Furniture and related product manufacturing

NAICS 112

Animal production and aquaculture

NAICS 339 Miscellaneous manufacturing

NAICS 113

Forestry and logging

NAICS 423 Merchant wholesalers, durable goods

NAICS 115

Agriculture and forestry support activities

NAICS 425 Electronic markets and agents and brokers

NAICS 221

Utilities

NAICS 482 Rail transportation

NAICS 236

Construction of buildings

NAICS 485 Transit and ground passenger transportation

NAICS 237

Heavy and civil engineering construction

NAICS 486 Pipeline transportation

NAICS 238

Specialty trade contractors

NAICS 493 Warehousing and storage

NAICS 311

Food manufacturing

NAICS 511 Publishing industries, except Internet

NAICS 313

Textile mills

NAICS 517 Telecommunications

NAICS 314

Textile product mills

NAICS 518 Data processing, hosting and related services

NAICS 315

Apparel manufacturing

NAICS 519 Other information services

NAICS 321

Wood product manufacturing

NAICS 522 Credit intermediation and related activities

NAICS 322

Paper manufacturing

NAICS 523 Securities, commodity contracts, investments

NAICS 323

Printing and related support activities

NAICS 533 Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets

NAICS 325

Chemical manufacturing

NAICS 541 Professional and technical services

NAICS 326

Plastics and rubber products manufacturing

NAICS 551 Management of companies and enterprises

NAICS 327

Nonmetallic mineral product manufacturing

NAICS 561 Administrative and support services

NAICS 331

Primary metal manufacturing

NAICS 562 Waste management and remediation services

NAICS 332

Fabricated metal product manufacturing

NAICS 712 Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks

NAICS 333

Machinery manufacturing

NAICS 811 Repair and maintenance

NAICS 334

Computer and electronic product manufacturing NAICS 813 Membership associations and organizations

NAICS 335

Electrical equipment and appliance mfg.

NAICS 336

Transportation equipment manufacturing

NAICS 999 Unclassified

Originally, data from this survey were to be combined with and compared to data from
the Michigan and Indiana green jobs surveys. Unfortunately, delays in hiring a vendor to
conduct the survey pushed the field period back. The Ohio survey was conducted two
years after the Michigan survey and one year after the Indiana survey. Because of the
recession of 2007-2009, the employment picture was very different during each of the
field periods, making data comparisons across the states problematic. For this reason,
comparisons to the Michigan and Indiana data have been omitted from this report.
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Estimated Green Employment
Figure 2. The Green Slice of the Jobs Pie

Based on the survey, green jobs—direct and indirect—are a small slice of the total jobs
pie. There were an estimated 56,785 direct and 31,589 indirect green jobs in Ohio
during the survey period. In March 2011 there were 4,237,300 private non-agricultural
jobs in Ohio (seasonally unadjusted). Therefore, direct green jobs accounted for about
1.3 percent of all private non-agricultural jobs; indirect green jobs accounted for another
0.7 percent of those jobs.
Excluding the industries assumed to have very few or no green jobs, green jobs were
still a relatively small slice of the jobs pie. Direct green jobs accounted for 3.0 percent of
employment among the industries surveyed, and indirect green jobs accounted for 1.7
percent of employment.

9

Green Employment by Core Areas
Figure 3. Ohio Direct Green Jobs by Core Area

A wide range of green goods and services are being produced and provided. To make
the analysis easier, employers were asked to categorize their green goods and services
into five core areas:
increasing energy efficiency,
pollution prevention and environmental cleanup,
agriculture and natural resource conservation,
clean transportation and fuels, and
producing renewable energy.
The core area with the largest number of direct green jobs was increasing energy
efficiency. This core area had 24,120 direct green jobs in Ohio, 42.5 percent of all direct
green jobs.
The core area with the second largest number of green jobs was pollution prevention
and environmental cleanup. It had 14,168 direct green jobs, and it accounted for 24.9
percent of green employment in Ohio.
10

The third largest core area in terms of direct green jobs was agriculture and natural
resources conservation. This core area had 7,061 direct green jobs, which was about
12.4 percent of the direct green jobs.
The fourth largest core area was clean transportation and fuels. The main focus of the
grant that funded the green jobs survey was the automotive manufacturing workforce
because Ohio, Indiana and Michigan have high concentrations of employment in motor
vehicle manufacturing, motor vehicle body and trailer manufacturing and motor vehicle
parts manufacturing. The auto industries have been engaged in efforts to reduce fuel
consumption, and so the green jobs survey specifically included clean transportation
and fuels as a core area. In Ohio, this core area had 3,966 jobs, which accounted for
7.0 percent of the direct green jobs in the state.
Although the production of renewable energy—particularly using solar or wind power—
has received considerable attention, this core area accounted for the smallest
percentage of green employment in Ohio. This core area‘s 3,324 jobs accounted for
only 5.9 percent of direct green jobs.
Not all employers who responded to the survey indicated in which core areas their
green jobs belonged. About 7.3 percent of Ohio direct green jobs were not assigned a
core area. It is possible that if the core areas of these jobs were known, the distribution
of direct green jobs may have been somewhat different.
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Green Employment by Industry Sector
Figure 4. Green Jobs by Industry Sector

The industry classification system (the North American Industry Classification System or
NAICS) does not have any means for identifying green industries. However, employers‘
industry classifications were included in the sample data, which made it possible to
estimate the distribution of direct green jobs across the industries surveyed.
Figure 4 shows the estimated number of direct green jobs by industry sector. There
were four industry sectors with more than 7,000 green jobs, five sectors that had
between 1,200 and 3,400 green jobs, three sectors with fewer than 500 jobs, and two
sectors that reported no direct green jobs.
The manufacturing and construction sectors accounted for close to half of the direct
green jobs identified by the survey, and the top four sectors accounted for almost 75
percent of the green jobs. This is the percentage distribution of direct green jobs among
the sectors:
manufacturing — 28.4 percent of direct green jobs,
construction — 19.3 percent,
12

professional and technical services — 14.1 percent,
administrative and waste services — 12.8 percent,
wholesale trade — 6.0 percent,
other services except public administration — 5.9 percent,
transportation and warehousing — 5.3 percent,
agriculture — 4.8 percent,
management of companies and enterprises — 2.1 percent,
arts, entertainment, and recreation — 0.7 percent,
finance and insurance — 0.3 percent,
utilities — 0.2 percent,
information — 0.0 percent, and
real estate and rental and leasing — 0.0 percent.
The concentration of green jobs within sectors may vary. Figure 5 shows the
percentage of direct green jobs within each sector. The agriculture sector had the
highest concentration of green jobs; they accounted for 25.2 percent of jobs in the
sector. Construction had the next highest concentration, with green jobs accounting for
7.5 percent sector employment. The remaining sectors showed much lower
concentrations of green jobs.
Figure 5. Percent of Industry Sector Jobs that are Green
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Green Employment by Occupational Group
Figure 6. Direct Green Jobs by Occupational Group

The Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) system suffers from the same
limitation as the industry classification system when it comes to green jobs: it has no
means for identifying green jobs. Unlike the industries, however, there is no
occupational data that is part of the sample. Instead, employers were asked to report
the job titles of their green jobs. Experienced coders used industry information and the
job titles to assign occupational codes to the green jobs. Because of insufficient
information, not all green jobs could be coded into occupations.
Figure 6 shows the number of direct green jobs for each major occupational group.
These are the occupational groups with more than five percent of the direct green jobs:
production occupations group — 22.0 percent of coded green occupations
construction and extraction occupations — 15.8 percent,
transportation and material moving — 13.2 percent,
installation, maintenance, and repair occupations — 11.1 percent,
building and grounds cleaning and maintenance green occupations — 7.9
percent, and
14

architecture and engineering occupations — 7.7 percent.
The two occupational groups with the most direct green jobs are closely linked to the
two industry sectors with the most direct green jobs. Productions occupations are
closely linked to the manufacturing sector, and construction and extraction occupations
are, of course, linked with the construction sector.
Figure 7. Percentage of Green Jobs within Occupational Groups

Figure 7 shows the percentage of the coded green jobs within each occupational
group.3 These occupational groups had an internal concentration of green jobs that was
more than four percent:
farming, fishing, and forestry occupations group — 11.1 percent green jobs,
life, physical, and social science occupations — 6.3 percent,
architecture and engineering occupations — 4.5 percent, and
construction and extraction occupations — 3.9 percent.

3

The denominators for these estimates came from the 2008 occupational estimates in the 2008-2018 statewide
occupational projections produced by the Ohio Bureau of Labor Market Information.
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The relative size of an occupational group affected the percentage of green jobs within
it. For example, although there were 11,854 green jobs in the production occupations
group, the group is so large (almost 540,000 jobs in 2008) that the relative percentage
of green jobs is small. On the other hand, there were 2,494 green jobs in the life,
physical and social science occupations group, but with ‗only‘ 41,150 jobs in the group,
its proportion of green jobs was higher at 6.3 percent.

Green Employment by Region
At the time of the survey, Ohio was divided into 12 Economic Development Regions
(EDRs). Figure 8 shows the regions. Because each region has a unique economic
profile, it is reasonable to expect regional differences with respect to green industries
and jobs.
Figure 8. Ohio’s Former Economic Development Regions

EDR 1, Central Ohio
EDR 4, Southwest Central Ohio
EDR 7, Southern Ohio
EDR 10, East Central Ohio

EDR 2, Northwest Ohio
EDR 5, Southwest Ohio
EDR 8, Northern Ohio
EDR 11, Southeast Ohio

EDR 3, West Central Ohio
EDR 6. North Central Ohio
EDR 9, Northeast Central Ohio
EDR 12, Northeast Ohio
16

Figure 9 shows the number of direct and indirect green jobs for each EDR. Five regions
accounted for more than 70 percent of the direct green jobs in Ohio. EDR 8, the
Northern region, had the most direct green jobs, followed by the Northwest region (EDR
2), the Central region (EDR 1), the Southwest region (EDR 5), and the Northeast
Central region (EDR 9). These regions cover some of the most populous areas of the
state, and so would be expected to have large numbers of jobs.
Figure 9. Green Jobs by Economic Development Region
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Figure 10. Distribution of All Jobs and Direct Green Jobs among the EDRs

Figure 10 shows the relative distribution of all jobs (gray columns) and direct green jobs
(green columns) among the Economic Development Regions. Four regions had
proportions of direct green jobs that were significantly higher than their proportions of all
jobs:
the Northwest region (EDR 2) accounted for 15.7 percent of direct green jobs,
but only 7.5 percent of all jobs,
the East Central region (EDR 10) accounted for 7.2 percent of direct green jobs,
but only 3.7 percent of all jobs,
the West Central region (EDR 3) accounted for 6.4 percent of green jobs, but
only 3.1 percent of all jobs, and
the North Central region (EDR 6) accounted for 4.8 percent of green jobs, but
only 3.5 percent of all jobs.
The Northwest region has a growing solar cell manufacturing industry,4 which could
have helped boost its percentage of green jobs relative to its overall job status.
4

“Toledo reinvents itself as a solar-power innovator” USA Today, June 15, 2010.
http://www.usatoday.com/money/industries/energy/2010-06-15-toledo15_CV_N.htm
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Figure 11. Percentage of Green Jobs by EDR

Figure 11 shows the percentage of all jobs that are direct green jobs for each EDR.
Direct green jobs accounted for 1.3 percent of all Ohio jobs in March 2011. Three EDRs
had a concentration of direct green jobs at least twice as high as the state level and a
fourth EDR had a concentration of green jobs significantly higher than the state
average. Green jobs accounted for 2.8 percent of jobs in the Northwest and West
Central EDRs, 2.6 percent of jobs in the East Central EDR, and 1.8 percent of jobs in
the North Central EDR.
Two regions had concentrations of direct green jobs well below the state level. In the
Northeast EDR, direct green jobs accounted for 0.6 percent jobs, and in the Southern
EDR, direct green jobs accounted for only 0.4 percent of jobs.
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Regional Profiles of Green Employment
This section examines the leading green industry sectors and occupational groups in
each Economic Development Region. Leading industry sectors or occupational groups
were defined as those having more than a 5 percent share of the direct green jobs in
the region.

EDR 1, Central Ohio
Figure 12. EDR 1, Leading Green Industry Sectors

EDR 1, the Central Ohio region, consists of nine counties. It includes the entire
Columbus Metropolitan Statistical Area plus one adjoining county. The EDR had an
estimated 7,958 green jobs. More than a third (35.6%) of green jobs were in the
administrative and waste services sector. Please see Figure 12. Two other sectors each
had close to one quarter of the green jobs. Professional and technical services sector
had about 24.4 percent of the total; construction had about 23.3 percent of green jobs.
Manufacturing was weaker in the Central region, with only 10.4 percent of green jobs in
the region.
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Figure 13. EDR 1, Leading Green Occupational Groups

Green jobs in Central Ohio were distributed among several occupational groups instead
of being concentrated in only a few groups. Figure 13 shows the number of green jobs
for each occupational group. This is the percentage distribution of green jobs among the
groups:
building and grounds cleaning and maintenance group – 28.3 percent,
construction and extraction group – 14.7 percent,
architecture and engineering group – 13.8 percent,
installation, maintenance, and repair – 10.3 percent,
production occupations – 8.1 percent,
life, physical and social science occupations – 6.3 percent,
transportation and material moving occupations – 5.6 percent, and
sales and related occupations – 5.6 percent.
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EDR 2, Northwest Ohio
Figure 14. EDR 2, Leading Green Industry Sectors

Northwest Ohio region, EDR 2, comprises nine counties. It includes the four counties in
the Toledo, the Sandusky MSA (one county), and four adjoining counties. The region
had 8,931 direct green jobs, and about 85 percent of those jobs were concentrated in
four industry sectors. Please see Figure 14. The manufacturing sector had almost half
of all green jobs (48.9%) in the region. The construction sector was a distant second
with about 16.3 percent of green jobs. It was followed by professional and technical
services (12.3%) and wholesale trade (7.5%).

Figure 15. EDR 2, Leading Green Occupational Groups
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The Northwest Ohio region had five leading occupational groups. Please see Figure 15
on the previous page. With 3,160 jobs, production occupations accounted for about 36.1
percent of green jobs in the region. This reflects the strength of the manufacturing
sector in the region. Next came installation, maintenance and repair occupations
(18.2%), followed by construction and extraction occupations (11.9%), life, physical and
social science occupations (10.2%), and transportation and material moving
occupations (5.6%).

EDR 3, West Central Ohio
EDR 3, West Central Ohio region, consists of eight counties, one of which is the Lima
MSA. The region had 3,640 direct green jobs. The transportation and warehousing
sector dominates the region, with 73.3 percent of green jobs in the region. Please see
Figure 16. There were three other leading industry sectors. The administrative and
waste services sector accounted for 7.2 percent of green jobs, followed by construction
(6.7%) and manufacturing (5.6%).
Figure 16. EDR 3, Leading Green Industry Sectors
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Figure 17. EDR 3, Leading Green Occupational Groups

Not surprisingly, green jobs in the West Central region were concentrated in the
transportation and material moving occupations group (73.4%). Please see Figure 17. A
distance second was the construction and extraction occupations group (9.2%).

EDR 4, Southwest Central Ohio
Figure 18. EDR 4, Leading Green Industry Sectors

EDR 4, the Southwest Central Ohio region, contains the four counties of the Dayton
MSA, the Springfield MSA (one county), and four adjoining counties. More than 98
24

percent of the region‘s 3,628 direct green jobs were in five industry sectors. Please see
Figure 18 on the previous page. The top leading industry sector was construction, with
about 29.4 percent of all green jobs in the region. It was followed by manufacturing
(23.3%), professional and technical services (19.35%), agriculture (14.4%), and
administrative and waste services (11.9%).
Figure 19. EDR 4, Leading Green Occupational Groups

The Southwest Central region enjoys a diversity of green jobs. There were leading nine
occupational groups that had more than five percent of green jobs in the EDR (please
see Figure 19):
production occupations – 17.7 percent of green jobs the total,
life, physical and social science occupations group – 16.6 percent
farming, fishing and forestry occupations – 11.5percent,
construction and extraction occupations – 9.9 percent,
building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations – 9.8 percent,
architecture and engineering occupations – 8.7 percent,
sales and related occupations – 7.1 percent,
office and administrative support occupations – 7.0 percent, and
installation, maintenance and repair occupations – 5.1 percent.
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EDR 5, Southwest Ohio
Figure 20. EDR 5, Leading Green Industry Sectors

EDR 5, the Southwest Ohio region, consists of four counties that are part of the
Cincinnati-Middletown MSA. One of the counties is part of Appalachia. Almost 95
percent of the 7,291 green jobs in the region were concentrated in five leading industry
sectors. Please see Figure 20. The top leading industry sector was professional and
technical services, with 30.5 percent of green jobs in the region. It was followed by
manufacturing (28.3%) and construction (24.4%), the other services sector (6.3%), and
administrative and waste services (5.2%).
Figure 21. EDR 5, Leading Green Occupational Groups
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About 80 percent of green jobs in the Southwest region are in five leading occupational
groups (please see Figure 21 on the previous page):
production occupations – 26.3 percent,
construction and extraction occupations – 23.0 percent,
architecture and engineering occupations – 13.8 percent,
transportation and material moving occupations – 11.1 percent, and
installation, maintenance, and repair occupations – 6.0 percent.

EDR 6, North Central Ohio
Figure 22. EDR 6, Leading Green Industry Sectors

EDR 6, the North Central Ohio region, consists of nine counties. It includes the
Mansfield MSA (one county), one county from the Columbus MSA, and seven adjoining
counties. The region had 2,706 direct green jobs. Please see Figure 22. Most of its
green jobs, 96.7 percent, were concentrated in two industry sectors. Manufacturing had
72.6 percent of direct green jobs in the region, and the wholesale trade sector
accounted for another 24.1 percent.
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Figure 23. EDR 6, Leading Green Occupational Groups

There were four leading occupational groups in the North Central region. Please see
Figure 23. Production occupations accounted for 49.5 percent of green jobs, followed by
transportation and material moving occupations (18.6%), installation, maintenance and
repair occupations (17.0%), and building and grounds cleaning and maintenance
occupations (7.0%).

EDR 7, Southern Ohio
Figure 24. EDR 7, Leading Green Industry Sectors
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The Southern Ohio region, EDR 7, comprises ten counties in southern-most area of
Ohio. One county is part of the Cincinnati-Middletown MSA, and another is part of the
Huntington-Ashland (WV) MSA. All of the counties are part of Appalachia. More than 96
percent of the 397 direct green jobs in the Southern region were in three industry
sectors. Please see Figure 24 on the previous page. Manufacturing had 60.6 percent of
green jobs in the region. The construction sector had 25.1 percent of green jobs, and
administrative and waste services had 10.5 percent of green jobs.
Figure 25. EDR 7, Leading Green Occupational Groups

Green jobs in the Southern region are concentrated in four occupational groups. Please
see Figure 25. The production occupations group accounted for 30.8 percent of green
jobs. The construction and extraction group had 23.4 percent of green jobs.
Transportation and material moving occupations had 18.7 percent, and installation,
maintenance, and repair occupations had 15.1 percent.

EDR 8, Northern Ohio
EDR 8, the Northern Ohio region, consists of four counties that are part of the
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor MSA. This region had the most green jobs — 9,121 jobs.
Please see Figure 28 on the next page. Green jobs were concentrated in six sectors:
construction – 22.1 percent,
professional and technical services – 18.0 percent,
manufacturingv15.0 percent,
agriculture – 12.9 percent,
administrative and waste services – 12.2 percent, and
the other services sector – 10.3 percent.
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Figure 26. EDR 8, Leading Green Industry Sectors

Figure 27. EDR 8, Leading Green Occupational Groups

The Northern region had six leading occupational groups with more than five percent of
green jobs, but groups accounted for only 73.2 percent of the green jobs. This indicates
that green jobs are common in many occupational groups in the region. Please see
Figure 27. This is the breakdown of the six leading occupational groups:
construction and extraction occupations – 25.5 percent,
installation, maintenance, and repair occupations – 11.9 percent,
architecture and engineering occupations – 10.6 percent,
building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations – 9.9 percent,
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production occupations – 7.9 percent, and
farming, fishing, and forestry occupations – 7.5 percent.

EDR 9, Northeast Central Ohio
Figure 28. EDR 9, Leading Green Industry Sectors

EDR 9, Northeast Central Ohio region, consists of five counties. One county is part of
the Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor MSA, two counties make up the Akron MSA, a fourth
county is part of the Canton-Massillon MSA, and the fifth county is not part of any MSA.
There were 5,611 direct green jobs in the region. Please see Figure 28. There were
seven industries sectors each with more than 5 percent of green employment:
manufacturing – 23.1 percent,
management of companies and enterprises – 18.1 percent,
wholesale trade – 17.9 percent,
construction – 15.3 percent,
other services – 7.8 percent,
administrative and waste services – 6.8 percent, and
agriculture – 5.8 percent.
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Figure 29. EDR 9, Leading Green Occupational Groups

There were seven leading occupational groups in the Northeast Central region (please
see Figure 29):
transportation and material moving occupations – 24.7 percent,
production occupations – 20.4 percent,
installation, maintenance, and repair occupations – 11.6 percent,
sales and related occupations – 10.5 percent,
construction and extraction occupations – 8.8 percent,
architecture and engineering occupationsv7.8 percent, and
farming, fishing, and forestry occupations – 5.9 percent.

EDR 10, East Central Ohio
EDR 10, East Central Ohio, comprises 10 counties. One county is part of the CantonMassillon MSA, another county is part of the Weirton (WV)-Steubenville (OH) MSA, and
a third county is part of the Wheeling (WV) MSA. The other counties are not part of any
MSA; all of the counties in the region are part of Appalachia. About 96 percent of the
4,110 direct green jobs in the East Central region were concentrated in four leading
industry sectors (please see Figure 30 on the next page):
manufacturing – 55.1 percent,
administrative and waste services – 16.1 percent
construction – 14.8 percent, and
the other services sector – 9.7 percent.
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Figure 30. EDR 10, Leading Green Industry Sectors

Figure 31. EDR 10, Leading Green Occupational Groups

Green jobs in the East Central region were concentrated in three leading occupational
groups. Please see Figure 31. Production occupations accounted for 57.2 percent of the
total. The construction and extraction occupations group accounted for another 22.8
percent. The business and financial operations occupations group accounted for about
5.4 percent of direct green jobs.
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EDR 11, Southeast Ohio
Figure 32. EDR 11, Leading Green Industry Sectors

EDR 11, the Southeast Ohio region, consists of eight counties. One county is part of the
Parkersburg (WV)-Marietta-Vienna MSA, and all of the counties are part of Appalachia.
About 97 percent of the 791 direct green jobs were in four leading industry sectors
(please see Figure 32):
the other services sector – 42.2 percent,
manufacturing – 28.2 percent,
construction – 21.4 percent, and
administrative and waste services – 5.1 percent.
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Figure 33. EDR 11, Leading Green Occupational Groups

Green jobs in the Southeast region were concentrated in four leading occupational
groups (please see Figure 33):
installation, maintenance, and repair occupations – 42.2 percent,
construction and extraction jobs – 26.0 percent,
production occupations – 121 jobs -- 16.4 percent, and
transportation and material moving occupations – 8.5 percent.
EDR 12, Northeast Ohio
Figure 34. EDR 12, Leading Green Industry Sectors
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The Northeast Ohio region, EDR 12, consists of only three counties. Two counties are
part of the Youngstown-Warren-Boardman MSA, and all three counties are part of
Appalachia. Ninety-seven percent of the 941 direct green jobs were concentrated in
three industry sectors. Please see Figure 34 on the previous page. The manufacturing
sector had 39.3 percent of green jobs in the region. Following closely was the
construction sector with about 37.6 percent. The administrative and waste services
sector had 20.2 percent of the green jobs total.
Figure 35. EDR 12, Leading Green Occupational Groups

Green jobs in the Northeast region were concentrated in five leading occupational
groups (please see Figure 35):
transportation and material moving occupations – 36.9 percent,
construction and extraction occupations – 23.7 percent,
production occupations12.5 percent,
installation, maintenance, and repair occupations10.2 percent, and
business and financial operations occupations – 5.9 percent.

Green Job Growth
One of the most important aspects of the green movement is possibility of job growth.
Employers were asked how many green workers they expected to employ in another
two years. Predicting employment growth is difficult, and not all employers responded to
this question. The following analyses pertain only to employers who provided growth
estimates.
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Figure 36. Expected Short-Term Green Job Growth by Industry Sector

Figure 36 shows current job levels and employers‘ expected green job growth by
industry sector for employers who responded to both sets of questions. Figure 37 on the
next page shows the number of expected jobs and the percentage increase (or decline).
Employers expected green job growth of about 33 percent in total. This growth is
substantially higher than the 1.5 percent growth the Ohio Bureau of Labor Market
Information projected for all industries for the period third quarter 2011 to third quarter
2013. Although this would be significant growth, it is unclear whether it would represent
an expansion in employment or a return to pre-recession levels of employment.
In absolute terms, employers in the manufacturing (+3,814 jobs) and construction
(+3,472 jobs) sectors expect the largest increases. In terms of percent growth,
employers in the other services (+68.8%) and wholesale trade (+46.6%) sectors expect
the strongest growth.
Employers in utilities expected no growth in green jobs. Employers in the finance and
insurance sector reported an expected decline in the number of green jobs in the sector.
The sector had a small number of green jobs, and it is possible most of this decline
comes from a small number of employers.
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Figure 37. Absolute and Percent Expected Growth by Industry
Expected Percent
Sector
Growth
Change
Manufacturing
3,814
31.3%
Construction
3,472
32.0%
Other Services
2,203
68.8%
Administrative and Waste Services
2,138
39.1%
Wholesale Trade
1,155
46.6%
Professional and Technical Services
932
19.9%
Transportation and Warehousing
498
16.4%
Agriculture
234
22.3%
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
12
2.8%
Utilities
0
0.0%
Finance and Insurance
-38
-25.0%

Figure 38. Expected Short-Term Green Job Growth by Occupational Group
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Figures 38 (on the previous page) and 39 (below) show expected short-term growth by
occupational group. The largest absolute increases are expected to be in the
installation, maintenance, and repair (+1,972 jobs) and the construction and extraction
(+1,229) groups. The largest percentage increases were in the office and administrative
support (+83.2%) and the life, physical, and social science (+43.3%) groups.
Decreases were expected for the production (-92 jobs, -0.8%), sales and related
occupations (-94 jobs, -4.1%), architecture and engineering (-690 jobs, -16.6%), and
computer and mathematical (-203 jobs, -90.6%) groups.

Figure 39. Absolute and Percent Expected Growth by Occupational Group
Expected Percent
Occupational Group
Growth
Change
Installation, Maintenance, and Repair
1,972
33.1%
Construction and Extraction
1,229
14.7%
Office and Administrative Support
931
83.2%
Building & Grounds Cleaning & Maintenance
884
20.9%
Life, Physical, and Social Science
851
43.4%
Transportation and Material Moving
796
11.2%
Farming, Fishing, and Forestry
292
17.0%
Business and Financial Operations
231
17.4%
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, & Media
45
19.5%
Management
31
1.6%
Education, Training, and Library
0
0.0%
Production
-92
-0.8%
Sales and Related
-94
-4.1%
Computer and Mathematical
-203
-90.6%
Architecture and Engineering
-690
-16.6%

Figures 40 and 41 on the next page show that employers in each of the2 Economic
Development Regions expect to see net increases in green jobs. The Southwest region
(EDR 5) expects to see the largest absolute and percentage increase in green jobs:
4,143 jobs, a 91.8 percent increase. The Northern region (EDR 8) expects the second
largest absolute increase (+2,430 jobs). The Southeast region (EDR 11) expects the
second largest percentage increase (+84.1 percent).
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Figure 40. Expected Short-Term Green Job Growth by EDR

Figure 41. Absolute and Percent Expected Growth by Region
Expected Percent
Region
Growth Change
EDR-5 Southwest Ohio
4,143
91.8%
EDR-8 Northern Ohio
2,430
32.5%
EDR-2 Northwest Ohio
1,835
23.6%
EDR-10 East Central Ohio
1,544
45.4%
EDR-1 Central Ohio
669
15.8%
EDR-9 North East Central Ohio
645
15.4%
EDR-6 North Central Ohio
614
29.7%
EDR-11 Southeast Ohio
416
84.1%
EDR-12 Northeast Ohio
375
51.1%
EDR-3 West Central Ohio
370
10.2%
EDR-4 Southwest Central Ohio
331
11.2%
EDR-7 Southern Ohio
237
63.5%
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Filling Green Jobs
One of the concerns for the economic and workforce development communities is the
ability to fill green job openings. O*NET has suggested that some green occupations will
see changes in their required skills, knowledge, and abilities,5 which could possibly lead
to shortages of qualified workers. Employers were asked if they anticipated any difficulty
recruiting workers for green jobs and if there were any unique skills for the green jobs.
Figure 42. Anticipate Difficulty Recruiting Green Workers by Industry

Employers expect difficulty in recruiting workers for about 11 to 25 percent of their green
jobs. Please see Figure 42. Employers in the arts, entertainment, and recreation sector
reported they anticipated hiring difficulties for 25.0 percent of their green jobs.
Employers in the other services sector were the most optimistic. They anticipated hiring
difficulties for only 11.1 percent of their green jobs.

5

Lewis, Phil M. & Rivkin, David R. “O*NET Program Briefing” [PowerPoint presentation] National Center for O*NET
Development, February 3, 2009.
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Figure 43. Unique Skills Required for Green Jobs by Industry

Employers said many of their green jobs require ‗unique‘ skills. Depending on how
unique the skills are, it is possible green workers might need to them through on-the-job
training or through formal training and education programs. Please see Figure 43. At the
low end, employers in the manufacturing sector said 36.6 percent of their green
occupations would require unique skills. Although this is the lowest percentage for
unique skills (among the sectors for which there was sufficient data), this could still be a
substantial number of workers because manufacturing had the most green jobs. At the
high end of needing unique skills was the arts, entertainment, and recreation sector.
Employers in this sector said 82.1percent of their green occupations would require
unique skills.
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Figure 44. Anticipate Difficulty Recruiting Green Workers by Occupational Group

Employer anticipation of difficulty in recruiting workers for green jobs varied across
occupational groups. Please see Figure 44. The office and administrative support
occupations group had the lowest rate of anticipated difficulty at 6.4 percent. The
highest rate of anticipated difficulty was for the building and grounds cleaning and
maintenance occupational group at 35.3 percent. This is interesting because, at least
nationally, the supply of workers in this occupational group appears to greatly exceed
demand.6 General competition for workers in this occupational group may not be the
issue with the anticipated difficulty in recruiting green workers.

6

See the monthly press release for The Conference Board’s Help Wanted OnLine data series at
http://www.conference-board.org/data/helpwantedonline.cfm
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Figure 45. Unique Skills Required for Green Jobs by Occupational Group

The need for unique skills for green jobs is high among some occupational groups.
Please see Figure 45. At the low end of the ‗unique skills‘ spectrum was the
transportation and material moving occupations group with 28.2 percent of green jobs
needing unique skills. At the high end of the spectrum was the arts, design,
entertainment, sports and media occupations group with 72.7 percent of green jobs
requiring unique skills.
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Figure 46. Anticipate Difficulty Recruiting Green Workers by Region

Employers‘ anticipation of difficulty in recruiting workers for green jobs varies widely
across the regions. Please see Figure 46. It was lowest in the North East Central region
(EDR 9) where employers anticipated recruiting difficulties for about 12.0 percent of
their green jobs. At the high end was the Southeast region (EDR 11). There, employers
anticipated recruiting difficulties for about 29.7 percent of their green jobs.
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Figure 47. Unique Skills Required for Green Jobs by Region

The requirement for unique skills varies widely across the regions. Please see Figure
47. Employers in the North Central region (EDR 6) said only about 24.6 percent of their
green jobs would require special skills, while employers in the Central region (EDR 1)
said 68.0 percent of their green jobs would require special skills.
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Training Needs for Green Jobs
Green jobs may require special training for unique skills. As noted earlier, O*NET
suggested that some green jobs would require new knowledge, skills, and abilities.
Training could occur through formal means, such as community college programs or
providers other than the employers, through on-the-job training provided by employers,
or through some combination of the two. Employers were asked what percentages of
training for their green jobs workers would be formal or on-the-job training.
Figure 48. Average Green Jobs Training Type by Industry
Formal
Informal
Industry Sector
Training On-the-Job
8.7%
79.3%
Agriculture
27.1%
60.0%
Construction
8.7%
82.4%
Manufacturing
26.3%
76.8%
Wholesale Trade
29.7%
53.8%
Professional and Technical Services
23.1%
71.6%
Administrative and Waste Services
Other Services
40.7%
40.0%
Figure 48 shows employer preferences for green jobs training by sector. Responses
from individual employers ranged from zero to 100 percent for each type of training, but
it is clear that, on average, employers prefer or expect most training green jobs training
will happen as informal on-the-job training. Perhaps this should be expected considering
that many green jobs are in occupational groups that don‘t require as much formal
training. The amount of on-the-job training ranged from 40.0 percent to 82.4 percent.
Employers in the agriculture and manufacturing sectors preferred on-the-job training at
higher rates than employers in other sectors. It is interesting to note that employers in
the professional and technical services sector said only 29.7 percent of their green jobs
workers would need formal training. While this rate is higher than other sectors except
for the other services sector, this is an industry in which many occupations require some
form of formal postsecondary education.
Figure 49 on the next page shows the breakdown by Economic Development Region. In
no region does formal training predominate. The East Central region (EDR 10) was low
on formal education preference (8.6%), and the Northeast region (EDR 12) was highest
(33.2%). Educators within the regions will need to determine employers‘ training needs
with respect to a specific mix of green jobs, and then develop appropriate programs.
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Figure 49. Average Green Jobs Training Type by Region
Formal
Informal
Region
Training On-the-Job
EDR-1 Central Ohio
22.5%
71.7%
EDR-2 Northwest Ohio
23.7%
69.3%
EDR-3 West Central Ohio
17.8%
82.9%
EDR-4 Southwest Central Ohio
19.9%
73.9%
EDR-5 Southwest Ohio
18.7%
71.8%
EDR-6 North Central Ohio
10.7%
77.8%
EDR-7 Southern Ohio
15.5%
84.5%
EDR-8 Northern Ohio
24.1%
62.4%
EDR-9 North East Central Ohio
19.3%
68.2%
EDR-10 East Central Ohio
8.6%
75.6%
EDR-11 Southeast Ohio
17.1%
71.9%
EDR-12 Northeast Ohio
33.2%
55.4%
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Conclusion
The Ohio green jobs survey found that green jobs were a small but significant part of
the state‘s labor market. The employers who participated in the survey said they
expected modest, short-term growth in green jobs. What does this mean for Ohio in
terms of economic and workforce development?
Although all regions of the state have green jobs, some regions have a stronger green
jobs presence than others. Four regions had a larger portion of green jobs than they did
of all jobs, suggesting that those areas have been able to develop green industries. For
example, the Northwest region, which includes the Toledo area, accounts for only about
7.5 percent of all jobs in Ohio but 15.7 percent of the state‘s green jobs. Part of the
reason may be that the Toledo area has been able to capitalize on its resources to
become a center of solar power research and manufacturing.7 Each region has its own
mix of industries and resources that might be leveraged to support the development of
green industries and jobs.
The development of green jobs in Ohio will inevitably raise questions about the
preparedness of the workforce. The survey found a wide diversity of occupations among
Ohio‘s green jobs, and many green jobs were in occupational groups that do not usually
require extensive formal, postsecondary education. This does not mean these jobs are
unskilled. Depending on the industry, employers said that 40 to 80 percent of their
green jobs required ―unique skills.‖ This may support O*NET‘s identification of a group
of ―enhanced skills‖ green occupations. These are occupations for which workers would
need to acquire new knowledge, skill and abilities in order to fill green jobs. A question
for workforce development is how green workers might acquire those unique skills.
Although a majority of employers said they would be willing to offer on-the-job training
for workers, a substantial portion said workers would need more formal training. The
results suggest that, as green jobs grow, more education and training programs will be
needed to keep pace with the labor market. The Ohio Green Career Pathways Grant
project8 has examined green jobs training and education for Ohio workers in two
publications: The Workforce Skills and Training Ohio Green Industries Need9 and
Education and Training Programs.10
Economic and workforce development for green jobs will require data to guide all
efforts. The Ohio green jobs survey was designed to provide preliminary data about
Ohio‘s green industries and occupations. As noted earlier in this paper, the systems
used to classify industries and occupations have no mechanisms for identifying green

7

“Toledo reinvents itself as a solar-power innovator” USA Today, June 15, 2010.
http://www.usatoday.com/money/industries/energy/2010-06-15-toledo15_CV_N.htm
8
http://ohiolmi.com/green/green.htm#Pathways
9
Green Jobs and the Ohio Economy, Part 3: The Workforce Skills and Training Ohio Green Industries Need, Center
for Urban and Public Affairs, Wright State University, 2011. http://ohiolmi.com/green/reports/Pt3SkillsTraining.pdf
10
Green Jobs and the Ohio Economy, Part 4: Education and Training Programs, Voinovich Center for Leadership
and Public Affairs, Ohio University, 2011. http://ohiolmi.com/green/reports/Pt4EdTraining.pdf
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industries or occupations, and several states, including Ohio, developed surveys to find
out more about the green jobs in their areas.
These efforts themselves can be problematic, however. Until recently, no standard
definitions have existed for green jobs. This makes comparing data across states
difficult if the definitions differ. Michigan, Indiana and Ohio agreed on green jobs
definitions and shared a common survey design, but delays in fielding the Ohio green
jobs survey have made it difficult to compare to Ohio‘s data to Michigan‘s and Indiana‘s.
Since the survey was conducted, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has developed
green jobs definitions and two different approaches to measuring green jobs. These will
most likely become the national standards for green jobs data. The first approach for
collecting data about green jobs is called the ―process approach.‖ The process
approach defines green jobs as those in which workers‘ duties involve making their
establishments‘ production processes more environmentally friendly or making them
use fewer natural resources. Data from this approach can be found at
http://www.bls.gov/gtp/. The second approach is called the ―output approach.‖ In the
output approach, green jobs are those in businesses that produce goods or provide
services that benefit the environment or conserve natural resources. The Ohio green
jobs survey used definitions similar to those in the output approach. Data from this
approach can be found at http://www.bls.gov/ggs/.
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Appendix
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Figure A1. Survey Cover Letter and Questionnaire
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Figure A1. Survey Cover Letter and Questionnaire (cont.)
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Figure A1. Survey Cover Letter and Questionnaire (cont.)
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Figure A1. Survey Cover Letter and Questionnaire (cont.)
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Figure A1. Survey Cover Letter and Questionnaire (cont.)
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Figure A1. Survey Cover Letter and Questionnaire (cont.)
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Figure A1. Survey Cover Letter and Questionnaire (cont.)
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Figure A1. Survey Cover Letter and Questionnaire (cont.)
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Figure A2. Final Sample Disposition
Disposition
Resolved - Non-working number
Contacted by Telephone but Unresolved
Refusals to Telephone Screening Survey
Cases Without a Telephone Number Sent Initial Mail Survey
No Address or Phone Number in Sample File
Wrong Business Identified Via Telephone
Mail Surveys Returned as Undeliverable - Non-working telephone number
Mail Surveys Returned as Undeliverable - Contacted by Telephone but Unresolved
Mail Surveys Returned as Undeliverable - Refusals to Telephone Screening Survey
Mail Surveys Returned as Undeliverable - Wrong Business Identified Via Telephone
Mail Surveys Returned as Undeliverable - Cases Without a Telephone Number
Complete - No Green Jobs
Unsure if Have Green Jobs
Refused to Indicate Whether Has Green Jobs
Had Green Jobs Sent Email Invitation
Had Green Jobs Sent Mail Survey
Had Green Jobs Refused to do Email or Mail Survey
Had Green Jobs unresolved during follow up calls
Had Green Jobs non working number or wrong business during follow-up calls
Had Green Jobs follow-up via fax, email, resent survey link – DID NOT COMPLETE
Had Green Jobs indicated already did survey– DID NOT COMPLETE
Had Green Jobs indicated would complete survey– DID NOT COMPLETE
Had Green Jobs Accessed but did not Start Email Survey– DID NOT COMPLETE
Had Green Jobs Partially Completed Email or Mail Survey
Had Green Jobs Completed Email or Mail Survey
Total

Count
2042
1804
1233
1549
336
1010
200
89
52
64
215
5111
53
111
109
22
76
184
7
60
13
38
41
36
540
14995
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